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August 28, 2019 
 

JVCKENWOOD Exhibit at IFA Berlin 2019 
Showcasing new products under the JVC and KENWOOD brands ranging from car electronics to 

home theater projector products 

JVCKENWOOD Corporation (JVCKENWOOD) will exhibit products under the JVC and KENWOOD 
brands at IFA Berlin 2019, the largest global consumer electronics exhibition, to be held at the Messe 
Berlin Exhibition Grounds in Berlin, Germany, from September 6 (Friday) through September 11 
(Wednesday).  
Our booth this year will showcase a diverse lineup of car electronics products that continue to have 
large shares of the European market, as well as new lines of portable home audio systems and 
wireless headphones that are ideal for a wide range of listening situations. Our booth will also 
feature a demonstration of 8K high-definition video images using a home theater projector and 
realistic video images using a dome theater.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Main exhibits at the JVCKENWOOD booth (Hall 1.2 No.222) 

■The KENWOOD brand 
Lineup of high-spec car electronics products that make driving a car and being a passenger more 
entertaining, safe, and comfortable 

We will display the DMX8019DABS, which won the prestigious European 
Image and Sound Association (EISA) Award, and a lineup of multimedia AV 
receiver/AV navigation system products, which support wireless connection 
to Apple CarPlay and Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) radio services. We will 
also exhibit a lineup of newly developed dashcams, which help make drivers 
safe and secure, to meet rapidly growing market needs.  

1. Multimedia AV receiver/AV navigation system supports wireless connection to Apple CarPlay 
・DMX8019DABS high-end multimedia AV receiver with HD panel (EISA Award-winning model) 
・DNX9190DABS AV navigation system 
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2. Enhanced lineup of multimedia AV receiver/AV navigation systems supports DAB radio services 
・DMX5019DAB and DMX125DAB multimedia AV receivers  
・DNR4190DABS, DNX5190DABS, and DNX7190DABS AV navigation systems  

3. New lineup of dashcams helps make drivers safe and secure 
・DRV-A100 HD (1280 x 720) recording dashcam 
・DRV-A201 Full HD (1920 x 1080) recording dashcam 
・DRV-A301W Full HD (1920 x 1080) recording dashcam that supports   
wireless LAN 
・DRV-A501W WQHD (2560 x 1440) recording and rear-view recording  
dashcam that supports wireless LAN 

 

New multi-source home audio system products 
We will showcase new micro-audio system products, which support a wide 
range of audio sources, and come with CD player, USB terminal, DAB+ 
Tuner for digital radio reception, and Bluetooth® capability, as well as new 
DAB+ kitchen/family radio system products for users to enjoy listening to 
music freely and casually in a kitchen or other family room. 
・M819DAB, M820DAB-W, M720DAB, and M918DAB-H micro-home audio 
systems  
・CR-ST50DAB-B/-W/-H and CR-M10DAB-B/-W/-H DAB+ kitchen/family stereo 
and monaural radio systems (available in three colors) 

 
■The JVC brand 
Lineup of Bluetooth®-enabled headphones/wearable speakers delivers listening pleasure in various 
situations 

We will exhibit our product lineup of Bluetooth®-enabled headphones, 
including an enhanced lineup of fully wireless headphones, neckband 
wearable wireless speakers, and a retro-inspired two-tone design model 
for fashion-conscious people, all targeting the growing wireless 
headphones market.  
・[New] HA-A10T, HA-XC70BT, HA-ET90BT fully wireless headphones  
・[New] SP-A7WT wearable wireless neckband speaker 
・HA-F19BT retro two-tone color wireless headphone  
・HA-S90BN and HA-S65BN noise cancelling wireless headphones 

 
Portable multi-source audio system designed to deliver an ultra-powerful sound with a deep bass for 
outdoor events and parties 

We will display a new Boom Blaster portable audio system, which 
supports multiple audio sources and is ideal for playing music at 
outdoor events and parties. This audio system product supports various 
audio sources, such as CD/USB/AUX/Karaoke Microphone/electric 
guitar/headphone, and is equipped with a Bluetooth® function and 
DAB+ Tuner for digital radio reception, all designed to deliver an ultra-
powerful sound with a deep bass.   
・RV-NB300DAB and RV-NB200BT Boom Blaster portable multi-source audio 
systems 
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Lineup of consumer video cameras allows video recording in tough environments, including outdoors 
We will exhibit our lineup of commercial video camera products, including a 
4K memory camcorder equipped with four protective “QUAD PROOF” 
functions—water, dust, shock, and low-temperature resistance—and deliver 
a 4K recording capability, as well as video cameras that can allow recording 
in tough environments, including outdoors. 
・GZ-RY980 Everio R-series 4K memory camcorder  
・GZ-RX625 and GZ-R445 Full HD memory camcorders that are equipped 
with four protective functions 

 
Home theater projector products featuring our original D-ILA device 

We will display home theater projector products equipped with our 
original D-ILA device. In the theater room inside our booth, visitors will 
be able to experience 8K high-definition video images. The theater room 
will also have a dome screen for visitors to experience video images with 
more realistic effects.  
・DLA-NX9, DLA-N7, and DLA-N5 D-ILA home theater projectors 
 
Outline of IFA Berlin 2019 
・Name: IFA Berlin 2019 
・Organizer: Messe Berlin GmbH  
・Exhibition period: September 6 to September 11, 2019 
・Venue: Messe Berlin 
・JVCKENWOOD booth: Messe Berlin Hall 1.2 No.222 
・Official website: https://b2b.ifa-berlin.com/ 
 
 
Trademarks 
・Apple CarPlay is a trademark or registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.  
・Bluetooth® and its logo, being registered trademarks of Bluetooth SIG, Inc., are used by JVCKENWOOD under license from the 
company.  
・BoomBlaster, QUAD PROOF, Everio, Everio R, and D-ILA are trademarks or registered trademarks of JVCKENWOOD 
Corporation.  
・Other company and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.  
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The content of this document is based on information available at the time of its publication and may be different from the latest information. 

www.jvckenwood.com 

Public & Investor Relations Group, Corporate Communication Department JVCKENWOOD 
Corporation   
3-12 Moriya-cho, Kanagawa-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 221-0022 Japan  
Tel: +81-45-444-5310 
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